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Our Health Co
Being human means looking after your wellbeing while ensuring your safety!

Our staff are trained and committed
to your wellbeing

Meals with complete peace of mind

1

All risks related to COVID-19 are covered within our internal
procedures and documents *.

12 For your comfort and in order to limit crowding we have

2

A health officer has been designated to ensure the proper
application of our protocol.

3

Our teams have been trained in the new protocol and the
new rules for their workstations.

4

Our teams have the necessary protective and work equipment relating to these new rules.

5

We have put in place clear procedures on detecting a
suspected or confirmed case within the establishment.

adjusted catering hours and spaces (1m distance between
each table and a limited number of guests per table. Advance
booking or extension of time slots will be at our discretion).

13 However it is served (buffet, table service, takeaway or room

service), breakfast has been redesigned, with particular
attention paid to the protection of food and respect for social
distancing throughout service.

14 Tables are disinfected after each guest. We have opted

for contactless menus or plastic-coated menus that are
disinfected after each use.

15 We have enhanced hygiene measures for receiving and

New rules to ensure a safe
welcome

managing goods in the kitchen and in the food preparation
area.

1M

Enhanced cleaning and disinfection
6

7
8

9

Social distancing is practised through clear definition of the
direction of traffic and of waiting areas. Protective measures
to provide distance between employees and guests (e.g.
protective screens at reception, visors, etc.) are in place,
and information for guests advising on good practice is also
displayed.
Hydro-alcoholic gel is available to guests in key places in
communal areas.
All staff must wear masks and wash their hands regularly.
Guests must also wear masks when passing through
communal areas and catering areas.
There are no flyers, newspapers or other self-service items
(e.g. sweets) on the reception desk or in rooms. Otherwise,
guests are asked to sanitise their hands before helping
themselves.

16 Cleaning and disinfection frequency of all contact points in
communal areas has been increased.

17 Specific procedures for enhanced cleaning and disinfection
of rooms are in place.

18 Clean and dirty laundry are strictly separated from each

other. Laundry service follows the appropriate rules and temperatures (+60°C).

19 We use cleaning and disinfection products recommended
by the authorities.

20 Enhanced monitoring and cleaning of CMV and air conditioning systems. The use of fans is not permitted.

10 Payment by bank card is preferred. Either guests are asked

to sanitise their hands before using the payment terminal
or the terminal is disinfected after each use.

11

Room keys/magnetic cards are disinfected after each
departure.

Location / City

*

This charter commits our entire team to making
your stay an experience as carefree as possible.
Help us keep you and our employees safe by
respecting protective measures and
social distancing rules.

Hotelier’s signature

The hotel’s health protocol and The Originals health charter were drawn up by a committee of hoteliers from our cooperative, in accordance
with the rules laid down by the national health authorities and the recommendations of representatives from the .profession.

